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be tripped by a shunt instead of a series

To all whom it may‘ concern .'

Be it known that I, WVALTER S. MAYER, coil.
Fig. 5--- is a diagrammatic view illus
acitizenofthe United States, and resident
of ‘the city ofProvidence, in the county of trating the circuit breaker as connected in
Providence andSta'te of Rhode Island, have series with the main line to be operated by
excess current.
'
invented certain new and useful improve anFig.
6* is a diagrammatic view of my
ments in Circuit-Breakers, of which the fol circuit breaker
illustrating a modi?ed form
lowing is a speci?cation. .

.

. This. invention relates to circuit breakers of shunt coil connections arranged to oper

ate the switch by an excess voltage. ‘
3.0 of the class ada'ptedto be operated to break
Fig. 7- is a diagrammatic view illus
the electric circuit by the action of an elec
trating
the solenoid in my modi?ed form of
tromagnetv operated when an over-load or
circuit breaker as connected to be operated
other-abnormal. condition occurs on the line, through
a separate circuit which is con
and the object of this invention is to provide
trolled
by
other mechanism.
such
a
circuit
breaker
of
relatively
small
15

dimensions that .is compact’ and self-con
tained, also one that is exceptionally simple
in construction yet rigid and‘ durable, is
positivein its ‘action and will break the cir
cuit without injuryto the main contacts.
A_ further object of the invention is to

Referring to the drawings 10 designates

the frame on which the operating mecha—
nism is supported, the same being formed
of a strip of sheet metal bent into sub
stantially a U shape having three sides with
its ends 11 and 12 turned outward and se
provide means whereby a quick action and a cured to ‘the base 18 by screws 14:, and is
provided on its upper side with a pair of
.wide break is obtained.
A further object of the invention is to integral pivot ears 15 and on its lower side 80
with 'a second pair of similar pivot ears 16
25 provide an electromagnet having an arma
ture arrangedfto trip the bridge arm and both sets being bent up from its opposite
open the circuit when abnormal conditions edges for the purpose presently described.
The structure illustrated in Fig. 1 shows
occur on the'line. _
my
improved device as connected in series,
Astill further object of the invention is to
in which arrangement the main line wires
providemeans
whereby
they
armature
may
30 be adjusted relative to the electromagnet so 17 and 18 are connected through the binding
that the amount of'current required to move posts 19 and 20 to their respective contact
plates 21 and
To the contact plate 22
the armature may be varied.
The invention further consists in the pro is connectedone end of the solenoid coil 23 (Q Q
having its opposite end connected to the
35 vision of means for indicating the different terminal block
it will be noted that
amounts of current which are required to

operate the armature from different adjusted this solenoid is so located between the arms
of the frame, that the latter serves as a por

positions.

_

i

'

the magnetic circuit. In order to
With these and. other objects in view, the tion ofthis
block 211 and the opposite termi
invention consists of certain novel features bridge
nal
21,
l
have
provided a bridge arm 25.
of vconstruction, as will’ be more fully de

.45

arm is connected to ‘the terminal block
scribed, and particularly pointed out in the This
2a by suitable screws and extends down
‘ appended claim.
wardly through the opening 26 in the frame
In the accompanying drawings:
and is bent in a loop form, it then extends

Figure l— is a side elevation, partly in

secti0n,.of' iny improved circuit breaker.

100

upwardly along the back of the frame, then

Fig. 2-—. is a top view showing a portion inwardly at an angle as at 2.6a so that its
of the bridge arm and backing plate illus upper end 27 is adapted to rest squarely

and make a perfect contact with the ter
trating the opening through them through upon
minal block 21. This bridge arm is preferably

.. 50

"‘
whichv the latch projects to engage the lock
of a laminated. construction being formed of
bar and lock the bridge arm closed.
‘Fig. 3—— is a front elevation of the plun a multiplicity of superimposed thin strips
of flat spring copper, which by being bent in
ger tube showing the gra'duations thereon.
this
loop form shown, the inherent spring in
Fig. 4- isa modi?ed form of my im

55 proved circuit breaker which is arranged to

the copper serves to lift the arm when re 110

2
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leased into the open position illustrated by carbon contact 55, to register with the cor
dotted lines in Fig. 1.
responding ?xed carbon contact 56, both of
A backing plate 28 serves to reinforce or

these carbons are in disk form and each is

support the leaves of the bridge arm which preferably retained in position by a single
are secured thereto by screws 29 and the central screw whereby they may be very 70
threaded portion 30 of the operating handle readily removed and replaced when worn,
31. The lower end of this backing plate is which feature is quite essential from a prac
provided with a pair of inwardly turned tical standpoint as the contacts deteriorate
ears 32 which are pivoted on the pin 33 in

very rapidly requiring frequent renewals.

the cars 16 of the frame, whereby the back This particular construction of bridge per< 75
a ing plate is adapted to swing with the bridge forms a double function; ?rst, its spring

10

arm as it moves to and from closed position.

The cars 32 are arranged to project beyond
the pivoting point as at 34 and are suitably
15 shaped to contact with the underside of the
frame and so limit the opening motion of

20

leaves serve to carry. a portion of the cur

rent, and second, they act upon the bridge
arm to assist in accelerating its outward

swing between
break
when released,
the carbons
to insure
as thisa bridge
quick ?nal
arm
the bridge arm. Owing to the fact that this moves to open position. These readily re
bridge arm is normally carried to open posi placeable carbon disks serve to receive the
'tion by its inherent spring, it is necessary to effect of the ?nal arc and so protect the con
provide means for locking the arm in order tacting end of the bridge arm.
to hold it in closed position. To accom
A feature in the practical construction of
plish this, I have provided a latch member my improved circuit breaker is that the U
35 to act directly upon the arm to hold it shaped portion 10 in addition to acting as a
closed. This latch is pivoted at 36 to the support for the working parts also serves

25 frame ears 15 and its outer end 37 is made

in a hook form‘ and is arranged to extend

as a portion of the magnetic circuit to ren
der more effective the action of the ma et.

outwardly through an opening 38 through
By my improved construction, it w' be
both the backing plate and bridge arm, to noted that the manual closing of the bridge
engage a roller catch bar 39 mounted in ears
30

40 on the back plate. The opposite end 41
of this latch extends back over a ‘striking pin

arm 25 may be effected b direct action upon

the_ arm itself and witliout a multiplicity Q‘

of intervening parts such as cams or levers
42 which latter extends downwardly through or the like. In other words the operator
the plug 43 into the center of the coil 23. may engage the handle 31 of the brid e
This end of the latch is normally pressed member and by a direct action upon t e
35 downwardly onto this pin, by means of the bridge arm quickly slam the same closed.

coil spring 44.

In some cases when it is desired to o crate,

A plunger guide tube extends through the the switch by excessive voltage, the grid

center of the solenoid, its upper end being
turned inward to grip the ?aring end of the
plug 43 and its lower portion is provided
with a vertically arranged slot 46, see Fig.
3, in which is movably mounted a plug 47

arm 60 instead of being connected to

e

coil terminal 24, is insulated therefrom and

connected direct to the main terminal 58 as 1.5
illustrated in Fig. 4, and a shunt coil 59 is
employed instead of a series coil and con
which is adapted to be adjusted vertically nected in the circuit in any suitable way
relative to the coil and held in the desired whereby an excess voltage will energize the
45 position in the tube by means of a thumb coil to raise the plunger and break the cir in
40

screw 48 which is threaded into the same

through this vertically disposed slot.

cuit.v Again if desired this shunt coil 59
may be energized through an auxiliary cir

A plunger 49 of soft iron is mounted to cuit 61 as illustrated in Fig. 7 which cir
move vertically in this guide tube 45, when cuit maybe controlled by a relay switch 62

an excessive amount of ‘current passes of any suitable type or other suitable means
through the solenoid, to engage the striking may be provided for energizing this sole 115
pin, trip the latch and permit the bridge noid to operate the mechanism under prede

arm to swing to open position and break the termined conditions to open the main cir

55

60

65

circuit. The lower end of this plunger is cuit.
provided with a pointer 50 which is ar
I have shown and described two forms of
ranged to cooperate with the graduations 51 circuit breakers similarly arranged to be 120
on the tube at the edge of the slot to indi affected by abnormal conditions in the main
cate the amount of current required to at line, but I do not wish to be restricted to any
tract and raise the plunger when set in dif particular form or arrangement of parts of

ferent positions.

this device as various modi?cations may be

In order to prevent excessive arcing and made without departing from the spirit and 126
destroying the contact surface of the bridge scope of my invention.
arm, I have provided a contact spring leaf
I claim:
52 with an arc tip 53 and I have also pro
A circuit breaker of the character de
vided a contact spring plate 54 carrying a scribed comprising a base provided with 130

1,244,225
I separated contacts, a laminated metal bridge
member bent into loop form, one arm thereof
being immovably held in circuit With one of
said contacts, the other arm being movable
under the resiliency of the metal of Which

8

said opening to engage said catch bar, and
means for automatically disengaging said
detent from said catch bar.

In testimony whereof I a?ix my signature
in presence of two Witnesses.

constructed, and having an offset end posi
tioned to engage the other contactj the last
mentioned arm having a slot therein, a catch

bar attached to said arm opposite said open~
10 ing, a detent positioned to extend through

WALTER S. MAYER.
Witnesses:
WILLIAM C. HEYDE,
WILLIAM G. RAYNQR.
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